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A NOTE ON AN EXAMPLE OF POENARU 
D. W. SUMNERS~ 
(Received 25 November 1971) 
IN [4, Theorem 21 Poenaru proves the following: 
THEOREM (Poenaru). If n + 2 2 5 and p 2 2, there exists a link of cc disjoint smooth 
embeddings of s”: Sin, . . . , S,” c S”” such that 
(a) 71&s”f2 - v St”) = F,, (the free group on u generators). 
(b) There is no system of generators x1, . , . , x,, of \7z1(S”+2 - u S,“) such that each xi is in 
the conjugacy class of the meridian curve of the ith subman&d Sr. 
Poenaru’s example was produced by surgery, and via this technique he produces a 
link of 2-spheres in a simply-connected 4-manifold [4, Theorem 31 having the same funda- 
mental group properties as above. In this note we show that the link examples of [3] pro- 
duced by spinning have all of these properties, and these give us links of 2-spheres in S4 
with these properties. We prove the following: 
THEOREM. If n + 2 2 4 and u > 2, there exists a link of u disjoint smooth embeddings 
of s,: sin, . ..) S,” c Sn’2 satisfying the conclusions of Poenaru’s theorem, and such that 
n,(S” + 2 -~S,“)=O 2<i<n-l(nr3). 
Proof. The link produced in [2, Corollary 31 has all of the right properties, with the 
possible exception being the requirement about conjugates of meridians failing to generate 
rc,. For completeness, we will repeat the construction of the link. 
Definition. A ball configuration K,” : BI”, . . . , B,,” c B “+‘is a smooth proper embedding 
of the disjoint union of p copies of B” in Bn+2. 
Definition. One obtains a link with p components of (n + k&spheres (n 2 1), k 2 0) in 
Sn+k+2 by k-spinning K,” as follows: 
S n+k+z = (Sk X B”+2)” (@+I X dB”+z) 
identified along Sk x aBnf2 = aDk+’ x aB”+‘. 
S;+k = (Sk x Bi”) u (Dk+’ x aB,“) (1 I i I u) 
identified along Sk x LJBt” = aDk” x 8s;. 
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We will do the proof for the case p = 2; for p 2 3 we simply take the link for p = 2 
and add to it (p - 2) components, each of which is unknotted and unlinked with all of the 
other components. 
The example is produced by k-spinning (k 2 1) the configuration of 2 arcs in B3 of 
Fig. 1. The spinning produces a link with st = Z * Z [3]. If one had that rrr was generated 
FIG. 1 
by conjugates of meridians, then by a result of Gutierrez [2], the link would be a boundary 
link. That is, there would be two smoothly embedded isjoint manifolds V/lk+*, vi’* c Sk+3 
such that dVf+* = S’;+’ and aV,k+* = S:+*. 
Now the canonical inclusions 
so C sp 
U U 
D’ c D”+’ 
generate a canonical inclusion of the O-spin of the configuration of Fig. 1 into the k-spin. 
The O-spin is the classical ink shown in Fig. 2. 
FIG. 2 
By transversality, we have that the link of Fig. 2 is also a boundary link. This is known to 
be false [1, p. 2351. 
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